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Abstract—In the future railway services, wireless communication is the fundamental part and millimeter wave (mmWave)
is foreseen to be a key enabler towards the smart railway.
An accurate understanding of the propagation environment can
assist designing both systems and railway infrastructures for
better communication services. In this paper, the influence of
typical objects to the mmWave propagation channel are analyzed
for “Train-to-infrastructure” and “Intra-wagon” railway scenarios with various configurations. Propagation measurements are
conducted in the mmWave band for the 12 most common railway
materials. The corresponding electromagnetic parameters are
obtained and a 3D ray tracing (RT) simulator is calibrated.
The mean absolute error of the simulated S21 parameter is
-53.5 dB, indicating that the calibrated RT can be used to
generate the close-to-real mmWave channel for railway scenarios.
Statistically consistent scenarios and deployments are generated,
which enables drawing unbiased numerical results based on
intensive RT simulations. The influence of typical objects and
corresponding material compositions are then compared and
significant objects are determined for each scenario. The results
of this work not only imply how the propagation environment
impacts on the propagation channel, but also makes suggestions
to efficiently reconstruct railway environment models for an
accurate RT based channel model. Moreover, the understanding
of the influence of the environment at object and material levels
will in turn guide the construction of railway infrastructure for
better railway services.
Index Terms—Material characterization, millimeter wave,
propagation channel, radio propagation measurement, railway
communications, ray tracing simulation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the convenience and flexibility, more and more
people prefer taking railway for traveling. According to statistics in 2016, more than 33% of passengers in Japan took
railway each day [1] and the yearly ridership of urban railway
and long-distance railway in China reached 16.1 billion and
2.8 billion, respectively. Besides, the Freight Delivery Metric
(FDM) in the UK in 2016-2017 is higher than any previous
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year [2]. The growing numbers not only bring pressures and
challenges to the train operation and infrastructure construction, but also in turn promote the evolution and revolution of
railway transport. In addition to traditional critical signaling,
new functions such as efficient unmanned operations [3]–
[7], onboard and wayside high definition video surveillance,
Internet of Things for railways and onboard broadband internet
service are desired to enable a safe, smart and comfort future
railway transport.
One of the objectives of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile communications is to provide a similar user experience for end-users on the move as when they are static
[8], [9]. In [10] and [11], at least five future railway service scenarios are defined, including “Train-to-infrastructure”
(T2I), “Inter-wagon”, “Intra-wagon”, “Inside-the-station” and
“Infrastructure-to-infrastructure” scenarios. Depending on the
type of service, the estimated bandwidth requirements vary
from MHz to GHz. Therefore, in addition to the traditional
sub-6 GHz bands, millimeter-wave (mmWave) band coping
with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is
foreseen as a key enabler towards future railway broadband
services. In 3GPP [12], [13], the 30 GHz band has been
proposed for T2I scenarios. In 2016, Horizon 2020 established
5GCHAMPION project [14] aiming to provide high-mobility
broadband connections via 5G mmWave high capacity backhaul in 24 GHz-28 GHz.
Before wireless communication system design and parameter setting, an accurate understanding of the propagation
channel characteristics in spatial, time and frequency domains
is important. Similar as vehicle-to-vehicle communication
channels that have been thoroughly investigated for sub-6 GHz
[15]–[17], there have been many studies on sub-6 GHz railway
channels for various scenarios [18]–[24]. On the contrary, the
mmWave band channel has been explored mainly for urban
indoor and outdoor scenarios [25]–[30], and there are far
less studies on mmWave channel for railway scenarios. The
Japanese National Institute of Information and Communication
Technology (NICT) is developing mmWave broadband T2I
railway communication systems working at 40 GHz and 90
GHz [31]. With 3GPP-like deployments, as shown in Fig. 1,
the measured path losses of viaduct scenario are reported at the
Asia-Pacific Telecommunity (APT) meeting [31]. The research
on “Inter-wagon” communication is found in [32], which
presents channel measurement for virtual coupling application
at 60 GHz, where path loss and root-mean-square (RMS) delay
spread are analyzed.
Due to the constraints on measurement equipment, instal-
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Figure 1. Deployment proposed by 3GPP [12], [13] for mmWave T2I railway
communication

lations, workforce and time, mobile channel measurements
encounter big challenges to acquire the aforementioned information for various complex scenarios and various speeds
(max. 500 km/h). The authors of [28] and [29] combine limited
mmWave channel measurements with extensive ray-tracing
(RT) simulations to explore more characteristics, especially the
angular characteristic for mmWave channel in urban outdoor
scenarios. Furthermore, by taking advantage of the high spatial
resolution of RT, both works in [33] and [34] propose new
beamforming design technologies, which are verified in real
trials. “Mobile Hotspot Network (MHN)” communication system is prototyped to support Gbps data rate services with speed
over 400 km/h [35]. Several trials have been done in Seoul
subway rectangular tunnel with similar deployment as 3GPP
proposal, while only signal-to-noise ratio and limited samples
of channel impulse responses are recorded. More channel
characteristics of the MHN system are compared in both
circular and rectangular tunnel scenarios [36] via calibrated RT
simulation. In [37], path loss and optimal antenna orientations
are analyzed via RT simulation at 30 GHz for a 3GPPlike deployment. As a result, RT simulations combined with
a few measurements have been proved to be powerful in
understanding the propagation channel.
However, it is known that the accuracy of RT mainly
depends on the correct implementations of the propagation
mechanism, environment model and antenna model, among
which, reconstructing environment model and computation
complexity are the two most time consuming part. The developments of high-performance computing and RT acceleration
algorithms [38] have gradually reduced the time spent on
tracing rays. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of quantitative
analysis on the influence of the typical objects on the propagation channel to establish rules to model environment in an
efficient way.
In this paper, the influence of typical objects is analyzed
for mmWave channel in T2I and intra-wagon scenarios. The
features of target environments are introduced. Typical objects, corresponding materials and geometries are summarized.
Propagation measurements are conducted at the mmWave
band for the most common materials on the typical objects.
Electromagnetic (EM) parameters are extracted and input
into RT, based on which, mmWave propagation mechanisms
(direct, penetration, reflection, scattering and diffraction) are
accurately simulated. Monte Carlo analysis approach is used
to approximate unbias influence analysis via intensive RT
simulations, and enormous statistically consistent environment
models and deployments are generated for different scenarios based on the pre-defined variation domains. Significant
objects and corresponding materials are determined through

Figure 2. The framework of influence analysis

quantitative analysis of their influence. The results of this work
not only imply how the propagation environment impacts on
propagation channel, but also make suggestions to efficiently
reconstruct railway environment models for accurate RT based
channel modeling. Moreover, the understanding of the influence of the environment at object and material levels will in
turn guide the construction of railway infrastructure for better
railway services.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
framework and preliminaries, including the features of railway scenarios, calibration of RT via propagation mechanism
measurement, definitions and expressions, are introduced in
Section II. The influence of typical objects in T2I and intrawagon scenarios are analyzed in Section III and Section IV,
respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. P ROPOSED

FRAMEWORK AND PRELIMINARIES

The proposed framework of influence analysis is shown in
Fig. 2. The work begins from analyzing scenario features and
summarizing typical objects according to the code of design
for railway infrastructure. Based on which, a large number
of statistical consistent environment models are generated to
draw unbias numerical results via Monte Carlo method. The
three-dimensional (3D) ray tracer is calibrated via propagation measurement, and intensive close-to-real simulations are
conducted with pre-defined configurations. The influence of
typical objects and materials can be analyzed based on the
extracted key parameters. T2I and intra-wagon scenarios are
studied in this work.
A. Features and typical objects in railway scenarios
1) T2I scenario: Fig. 1 demonstrates T2I deployment at the
mmWave band. The relay can be mounted on the top of the
train, in the front/rear of train body or inside the driving cabin.
Each baseband unit (BBU) is attached with three remote radio
heads (RRHs). The RRH is linearly deployed along the two
rails. The suggested distance from the RRH to the track is 5 m.
The antenna heights of both RRH and relay are almost equal.
The suggested working frequency is 30 GHz or 70 GHz and
the bandwidth is up to 1 GHz. The suggested distance between
neighbor RRHs is 580 m. MIMO systems with a unidirectional
beam or bidirectional beam are recommended to compensate
the high attenuation of mmWave band propagation.
The T2I communications could be in open-space scenarios
(urban, rural, viaduct and cutting) and confined-space scenarios (tunnel) following the linear deployment proposal in 3GPP
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(Fig. 1). Some examples of the propagation environments are
shown in Fig. 3. Although the construction of T2I scenarios
varies, there are still many objects and corresponding materials
in common.
In the open-space (urban, rural, viaduct, cutting) scenarios,
train, tracks, catenary mast and ground are common objects.
Train bodyshell (train body) and windows are made of metal
and tempered glass (abbreviated to glass in the following
descriptions), respectively. Tracks are composed of rails (made
of metal), roadbed and sleepers. For current high-speed-train
constructions, the roadbed and sleepers are usually made of
concrete. The ground is usually flat and can be composed of
cement, concrete or breakstones.
In urban, rural and viaduct, the sound barriers and buildings
are often seen. The barriers, which are used in some regions
to reduce noises, can be made of metal, polycarbonate (PLC
plate) or concrete. Concrete, tempered glass, bricks, metal,
etc., are often used to construct buildings. The density of
buildings in the urban scenario is much higher than the
rural. Since the track surface of the viaduct is tens of meters
higher than the ground/water surface, the relative height of
surrounding objects is smaller than that of urban flat ground,
and some of them might be even below the track surface.
Cutting is a man-made railway furniture, where the tracks
flow at a lower level than its surroundings. The cuttings are
usually made of concrete and stone with some vegetation on
the surface.
Tunnels are classified as confined spaces, which have limited or restricted means of entry or exit. The shapes of
tunnel cross-section can be either circular or rectangular. There
are also some devices installed inside the tunnel for traffic
monitoring and safety reasons, and they are usually made of
metal and resins.
Table I lists the typical objects and corresponding materials in T2I scenarios. 8 structures, 12 types of objects
and more than 9 materials are found. The geometry and
location domains are provided according to statistical data
of railway infrastructures. In summary, the tracks, catenary
masts, ground are geometrical deterministic objects, barriers
and cuttings are semi-deterministic objects in open space
scenarios, as their geometries are usually determined whereas
the existence and material compositions may vary slightly. The
work of this paper considers the most common seen cuttings,
which are higher than the train. The buildings along the track
sides, which have varying geometries, material compositions,
locations, etc., are named as random objects for open space
scenarios. Tunnel wall and ceiling, ground, tracks and train
are deterministic objects for tunnels, whereas the devices and
wire cables are random objects.
2) Intra-wagon scenario: The purpose of intra-wagon communication is to establish the links between access points
(APs) and user equipment (UE), which support onboard highdata-rate services. Fig. 4 shows an example of the deployment.
The access points are usually installed on the ceiling or the
wall of a wagon with variable azimuth locations. As users can
access data services while sitting or standing, the height of UE
varies. In the standing mode, line-of-sight (LOS) propagation
is more likely to happen. Whereas, the seat backs block the
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Figure 3. T2I scenarios
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Figure 5. Intra-wagon scenarios

direct path in the sitting mode. In the following analysis, the
transmitter (Tx) is used to represent RRH and AP, and receiver
(Rx) represents the relay and UE.
Fig. 5 shows some examples of the propagation environments inside the wagon. The seats, train body, windows,
luggage racks and screens are the most common objects.
Table II summarizes the objects, corresponding materials and
geometries for intra-wagon scenarios, in which 3 typical
structures, 7 parts and 6 types of materials are listed.
With the lists of objects and corresponding materials for
the target scenarios, proper EM parameters can be obtained
via dedicated propagation measurements to enable accurate
RT simulations.
B. The ray tracer and parameters of propagation models
The developed 3D RT can trace direct, penetrated, reflected,
scattered and diffracted paths. The EM computation is based
on standardized or well known propagation models as 3GPP
TR38.900 [39] and [40]. Since the EM parameters of a
propagation model vary with material and frequency, the key
towards accurate RT simulation for railway communication
scenarios, is to obtain dedicated propagation parameters for
the materials listed in Table I and Table II. Although in
Rec. ITU-R P. 2040 [41] and Rec. ITU-R P.1238-7 [42], the
dielectric parameters of concrete, glass and resin material can
be obtained for 1 GHz-100 GHz, they are mainly for urban
and indoor environments. In addition, there is no derived
relationship between the parameters and frequency. As the
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Table I
M AIN OBJECTS AND CORRESPONDING MATERIAL IN T2I SCENARIO
Structure
Train

Track

Ground
Both sides of
the track
Building

Parts

Materials

Wagon body

Metal

Window

Tempered glass

Rail

Metal

Sleeper (and roadbed)

Concrete (high-speed)

Catenary mast
Barrier
Wall
Window
Decoration

Billboard
Cutting
Tunnel

Wall and ceiling
Device

Cement, Concrete, Soil, Breakstone
Metal
Metal, Polycarbonate, Concrete
Concrete, Glass, Brick, Metal
Tempered glass
Resin (Acrylic, Phenolic resin,
ABS Panel), Tiles (Ceramic Tile,
Marble, Granite), Metal
Metal, Resins
Concrete, Stone, Vegetation
Concrete
Metal, Resin

Geometry
W: [3.2,3.3] m, L: [16,25] m, H: [3.7,4.27] m,
8-16 wagons per train
L: 1.4 m, H: 0.9 m, Thickness: 3 cm-4 cm
Distance between two rails (track width) Wr : 1.435 m,
H: 15 cm
Concrete overall bed,
Inter distance between sleepers: [0.5,0.6] m
Flat
H: [8,9] m
H: [5,7] m, distance to the center of track: [1,8] m
W: [10,100] m, L:[10,100] m, H: [5,80] m
W: [1,2] m, H: [1,3] m
Area ratio (approximate): 0%-80%
Pole H: [18,24] m, board area 3W2 , W: [6,8] m
Inclination angle: [35,40] degree, H: [6,14] m
Cross section varies: rectangle and circle are typical shapes
L: [0.1, tunnel length] m, W: [0.1,0.5] m, H: [0.1,1] m

Table II
M AIN OBJECTS AND CORRESPONDING MATERIALS IN INTRA - WAGON SCENARIO
Objects
Wagon
Near the roof

Seat

Parts
Wagon body
Window
Screen

Materials
Metal, Resin
Tempered glass
LCD Panel, Resin

Luggage rack

Tempered glass

Cushion & back
Seat bracket
Armrest

Flannel fabric and Sponge with Resin
Resin
Resin

material parameters are frequency dependent, the provided
parameters have limits for broadband RT simulations.
Therefore, dedicated propagation measurement is conducted
for the aforementioned materials and objects. Fig. 6(a) shows
the principle of propagation measurement for penetration,
reflection and scattering. The Tx, the Rx and the material
are installed on a turning table. The material parameters at
different incidence/arrival angles can be extracted via rotating
the Tx/Rx/material in azimuth. The propagation measurement
platform is shown in Fig. 6(b). A Keysight N5247A Vector
Network Analyzer (VNA) is used to measure the S21 parameter from 18 GHz to 40 GHz. A spot focusing lens antenna
is used at the Tx and a horn antenna is used at the Rx. As
the focal spot diameter of the spot focusing lens antenna is 3
mm and the minimum side length of the measured object is 10
cm, the influence of the surroundings are eliminated from the
measurement. The motion controller is programmed to turn
the incidence/arrival angle with a minimum resolution of 1′ .
Based on this principle, the 12 most common materials (Table
I and Table II) are selected and measured, as shown in Fig.
7. The parameters of EM propagation models of penetration,
reflection and scattering can be extracted and fitted for the
materials. Afterwards, the fitted parameters are implemented
in the material database of the RT.
Fig. 8(a) shows the scattering measurement result for
concrete at 26 GHz, the scattering power increases as the
scattering angle approaches the reflection angle, and the maximum power is achieved at the reflection direction. When the
incidence angle is increased, the observed maximum scattering
power increases as well. Fig. 8(b) compares the scattering
powers between the fitting results and measured data. The

Geometry
W: [3.2,3.3] m, L: [16,25] m, H: [3.7,4.27] m
L: 1.4 m, H: 0.9 m, Thickness: 3 cm-4 cm
W: [0.5,0.8] m, L: [0.5,0.8] m
W: [0.5,0.6] m, L: [16,25] m,
Distance to the roof: [0.5,0.6] m
Distance between back of seats: [0.9,1] m
Num. of seats per row: 5, Number of rows per wagon: 13-17
Aisle width 0.85 m
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Figure 6. Propagation mechanism measurement: principle and platform

directive scattering model [40] is considered in this work,
and the frequency-dependent scattering coefficients are fitted
accordingly for different materials. By comparing with the
measurements (S21 parameters), the absolute errors of the
fitting results of the directive scattering model are obtained.
Fig. 9 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
of the absolute fitting errors for the 12 materials within 18
GHz-40 GHz. The mean absolute error of the RT simulation
results compared with the measured S21 s is -53.5 dB, the
standard deviation of the error is 18.1 dB and the maximum
error is -23.4 dB. The comparison implies that the RT can
be used to conduct simulations for realistic radio propagation
after incorporating the fitting parameters to the propagation
models. Hence, key parameters can be extracted at ray level,
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directional antennas with vertical polarization. The antenna
gain is 0 dBi, and the transmission power is 0 dBm. The
influence of typical railway objects is analyzed in the mmWave
band (26 GHz-40 GHz). Four deployments (D1-D4) are considered for the T2I scenarios, the sitting mode and standing
mode are considered for the Intra-wagon scenario. More
details are introduced in the following sections. The LOS propagation, reflection, penetration with unlimited times, scattering
and 1st order diffraction are considered in all the scenarios,
and the maximum bounces of reflection path NB varies in
different scenarios. Due to the waveguide effect, the NB in the
tunnel is 10, which is the largest compared to other scenarios.
The details of environment modeling are introduced case by
case.
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Figure 7. The 12 different analyzed materials considered in this work

Table III
PARAMETERS
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S IMULATION
Antenna type
Frequency
Transmitting
power

Deployment

(a) Propagation measurement

Fitting results
Measured results

0.012

Ray types

S21 (linear)

0.01
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002

Omni-directional, vertical polarization, 0 dBi
26 GHz, 30 GHz and 40 GHz
0 dBm
T2I
D1 (Tx: trackside-Rx: on top of the train),
D2 (Tx: over the track-Rx: on top of the
train),
D3 (Tx: trackside-Rx: inside the driving
cabin),
D4 (Tx: trackside-Rx: in front of the train)
T2I
open√space
LOS
Reflection
2
bounces NB
√
Penetration
√
Scattering
√
Diffraction

Intra-wagon

Sitting mode,
Standing mode

T2I
tunnel
√

Intrawagon
√

10
√
√
√

5
√
√
√

40

0

35

90

30

-30

30

-90

Scattering angle [degree]

Incidence angle [degree]

(b) Comparison between the fitting result and the measurement
Figure 8. Scattering measurement and the fitting result by the directive
scattering model [40]: concrete, at 26 GHz
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2) Definitions: In RT simulations, a pair of Tx/Rx is simulated as a single snapshot with the predefined configurations.
A simulation task for an environment model is composed of
Ns snapshots. For each snapshot s, the intrinsic results include
the number of rays Nr , the type of each ray T (s, j), bouncing
times B(s, j), hit objects O(s, j), corresponding materials
M (s, j) and ray energy E(s, j). The received power of the
snapshot s is expressed as:

CDF

0.8

Prx (s) = |

0.6

Nr
X

E(s, j)|2

(1)

j=1

0.4

The accumulated power of rays that hit object o is:

0.2

0
-110

P (s, o) = |
-100

-90

-80

-70

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

which enables detailed analysis of the influence of objects and
materials.
C. Preliminaries
1) Simulation configurations: The simulation parameters
are summarized in Table III. The Tx and Rx use omni-

Cj E(s, j)|2

(2)

j=1

Absolute error [dB]

Figure 9. CDF of the absolute error of the fitting results for the 12 materials
at 18-40 GHz

Nr
X

where
Cj =

(

1, O(s, j) = o
0,
else

(3)

The power ratio R(s, o) of an object o is expressed as P (s, o)
over the received power Prx (s) of the same snapshot :
R(s, o) = P (s, o)/Prx (s)

(4)

The influence of o in the current simulation is defined as

6

the mean value of the power ratios of all the snapshots Ns :
PNs
R(s, o)
Io = s=1
(5)
Ns

Similarly, the influence of a type of material m is obtained
by replacing o with m in (2)-(5):
PNs
R(s, m)
(6)
Im = s=1
Ns

As the R(s, o) and R(s, m) range from 0 to 1, the linear
value of Io and Im are within [0,1] as well.
III. I NFLUENCE ANALYSIS

FOR

T2I SCENARIOS

As discussed before, the random objects in T2I scenarios
have more diverse geometries and positions compared to
the deterministic and semi-deterministic objects. Furthermore,
typical T2I objects can be made of different and multiple
materials with different composition ratios. In order to analyze
their influence on propagation channel and draw numerical
results without loss of generality, all the diverse situations
should be ideally traversed, which will take infinite time.
Therefore, Monte Carlo method is used in this work to
realize stochastic simulation and approximate unbias analysis.
The following procedure, coping with the features of the
T2I scenarios, randomly generates statistically consistent T2I
environment models and RT simulations configurations:
1) Define the deployment region of Tx and Rx, randomly
generate pairs of Tx and Rx.
2) Analyze the influence of deterministic and semideterministic objects. Construct the deterministic and
semi-deterministic objects Od . Based on the contributions to the propagation channel, select the significant
ones Od′ , which then perform as a foundation for further
analysis.
3) Define material composition and area ratio for random
objects. Generate ne environment models for random
objects with random number, sizes, locations for each
material composition. Therefore, if k material compositions are considered, the total number of evaluated
environment models is Ne = k × ne .
4) Perform RT simulations to the Ne environment models
with pre-defined deployment and simulation parameters.
5) Aggregate the results to perform the influence analysis.
Although the 3GPP deployment proposal (Fig. 1) provides
fundamental guidelines, more diversities are considered in this
work. As shown in Fig. 1, d1 is the two-dimensional (2D)
azimuth distance from the Tx to the closest track. For trackside
communication, d1 ranges from 0 m to 5 m, which is shorter
than the distance between the barrier and the track. For overthe-track communication, the Tx is mounted over the track
with a certain height, and d1 ranges from 0.5 m to 0.72 m
(half of the track width Wr ). The Rx can be deployed either
inside the driving cabin, in front of or on the top of the train.
Thus, the heights of the Tx and Rx which are nearly the same,
vary within three levels: in the front of the train [0.9, 2] m,
inside the driving cabin [2, 3.5] m and on the top of the
train [3.7, 4.5] m. When the Rx is on the top of the train,

Table IV
C OMBINATION OF DIFFERENT MAJOR PLANE AND ATTACHED PLANES FOR
T2I OPEN SPACE SCENARIOS
Type

Main plane
Glass

Random

Concrete, Brick,
Granite, Marble
Tile
Metal

Semideterministic

Metal
Concrete

Attached plane
Metal
Resin
Metal
Glass
Resin
Glass
Resin
Resin
–

Typical object
Office building,
hotel, etc.
Residential building,
office building, etc.
Warehouse, bill board
Barrier

the distance of Rx to the front of the train varies within [0,
Lwagon /2] m, where Lwagon is the length of a wagon. The
distance between Rx and the sidewall of wagon varies within
[0, Wwagon ] (Wwagon is the width of a wagon), which is not
restricted in the middle of the wagon. The distance between
the Tx and the Rx along the rail direction is defined as d2 . In
this work, the considered range of d2 is [0, 1732] m, which
is also the inter-BBU distance in the 3GPP proposal.
A. T2I open space scenarios
The barrier, cutting, ground, track, catenary mast and train
are the deterministic/semi-deterministic objects. As stated in
Table I, objects such as barriers, buildings and billboards
can be constituted with different materials. Thus, a main
plane together with an attached plane are used to represent a
composite plane of the semi-deterministic and random objects.
The area ratio Ar is defined as the ratio of the area of the
attached plane to the area of the main plane. By changing the
geometry, area ratio and the material type of the main plane
and corresponding attached plane, the diverse properties can
be represented. Table IV lists the combinations of materials
for different major planes and attached planes of the barrier,
building and billboard. In this work, Ar increases from 1% to
81% with an increasing step of 10%. The random objects are
generated at both sides of tracks according to the geometrical
parameters specified in Table I. The total number of random
objects ranges from 4 to 50 in each environment model.
Examples of the randomly generated T2I open space 3D
environment models are shown in Fig. 10. The basic object
modules are constructed by using Sketchup tool while the
material and geometry properties can be modified by Matlab
code.
1) Selection of the deterministic part: The influence of the
deterministic candidate objects of urban, rural and viaduct
scenarios are shown in Fig. 11. B represents barrier: B1 is
made of concrete, B2 is made of metal with PLC plate in the
upper part, B3 is made of metal with PLC plate in the middle;
G stands for ground: G1 is made of concrete, G2 is cement, G3
is soil dry; Mast represents the catenary mast. The barrier and
ground have significant influence for all the deployments. On
the contrary, track and catenary mast have trivial influence for
all the deployments. For the D2 deployment, where the Tx is
over the track and the Rx is on top of the train, the concrete
sleepers are within the reflection region of the propagation,
and more significant rays are generated by the sleepers. Thus,
the influence of the sleeper is greater than 0.8 in D2, whereas,
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Figure 10. Examples of the generated 3D T2I open space environment models

1
0.8

Influence (linear)

its influence approximates 0 when the Tx is deployed at the
trackside. Moreover, because both the Tx and the Rx are
deployed high in D2, the reflected and significant scattering
rays due to the barriers are mainly generated by the upper
part. Due to the geometrical differences between the barriers
and the sleepers, the influence of concrete barrier B1 is slightly
less than the concrete sleeper. As the upper part of B2 is made
of PLC plate and lower part is made of metal, the influence
of B2 is higher than B1, and is almost identical to the sleeper.
As the upper part of B3 is made of metal, the influence of
B3 is the highest in D2. When the Rx is inside the driving
cabin, the received rays penetrate the train window, thus the
influence of the train is 1.0. However, when the Rx is on the
top or in the front of the train, less rays hit the train before
arriving at the Rx, which makes the influence of the train
negligible. The maximum influence of B2 is obtained in D4,
in which the heights of Rx and Tx are smaller than the other
cases and most of the rays hit on B2 are on the metal part
rather than the PLC plate. When the height of Tx is within
the middle of barrier (D3), rays of B3 are generated on the
PLC plate, whereas in the other deployments, the intersected
material is metal. As a result, the influence of B3 is the lowest
in D3, compared with other deployments. The concrete (G1),
cement (G2) and soil ground (G3) have very similar influence
in the same deployment. When the Tx is at the trackside, the
influence of ground is higher than D2 (over the track), and
the value increases as the heights of Tx and Rx decrease. Fig.
12 shows how the influence of different objects varies as the
frequency increases from 26 GHz to 40 GHz. The influence of
concrete barrier (B1) and ground (G1, G2 and G3) increases
as frequency increases. The influence of catenary mast, train
and B3 barely varies with frequency, the influence of B2 and
sleeper decreases slightly (<0.02) as frequency increases. As
the maximum difference is 0.08, the conclusions maintain the
same from 26 GHz to 40 GHz. Accordingly, the deterministic
candidate objects of cutting scenario are evaluated at 26 GHz
(see Fig. 13). Due to the similar influence of different ground
materials, G1 (concrete) is evaluated as a representative in this

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
B1

D1 (Tx: trackside - Rx: on top of the train)
D2 (Tx: over the track - Rx: on top of the train)
D3 (Tx: trackside - Rx: inside the driving cabin)
D4 (Tx: trackside - Rx: in front of the train)

B2

B3

G1

G2

G3

Rail

Sleeper Mast

Train

Figure 11. Influence of the deterministic candidate objects of urban, rural and
viaduct scenarios at 26 GHz. B represents barrier: B1 is made of concrete,
B2 is made of metal with PLC plate in the upper part, B3 is made of metal
with PLC plate in the middle; G stands for ground: G1 is made of concrete,
G2 is cement, G3 is soil dry

scenario. Because the cutting is inclined, far less reflected rays
can arrive at Rx and the received scattering rays are far away
from the center of scattering lobe, which make the influence
of cutting much less important than the barrier. The influence
of other objects are similar as in previous discussions.
The aforementioned results reveal that the track and catenary mast can be removed from the deterministic candidate list
for all the deployment cases. The sleeper should be considered
for D2, and removed for the rest cases. The train should be
considered in D3 when the Rx is inside the driving cabin,
and only the driving cabin should be modeled in this case.
The cuttings are insignificant and can be excluded from the
environment model. The barrier (if exists) and ground are
significant and should be modeled in all the cases. Because
the barriers don’t always exist in open space scenarios, the
study of the influence of the random objects will be further
divided into “without barriers” and “with barriers” cases.
2) Without barriers: As discussed before, the plane of
random objects are modeled as a main plane and an attached
plane. To represent buildings and billboards, the material
combination of both planes are summarized in Table IV. Fig.
14 shows an example of generated environment model for
the Monte Carlo concept. The random planes (not cuboids,
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Figure 12. Differences of influence vary with frequency: the 10 deterministic
candidate objects are evaluated with reference frequency at 26 GHz
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Figure 13. Average influence of the deterministic candidate objects in the
cutting scenario at 26 GHz.
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Figure 14. A demonstration of generating environment model for Monte
Carlo evaluation: “without barriers” and area ratio is 45%
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Figure 16. Influence of different material compositions in “without barriers”:
the comparison of the influence for the main planes

metal has the highest impact. However, the proportions of the
attached planes can slightly differ in reality. For instance, the
residential/office buildings have more than 25% of glass while
the other materials are less than 2% each. As a result, the
influence of glass can be at least 35 dB higher than resins and
metal.
In the performance evaluation of communication systems,
the channel impulses that are 25 dB-30 dB lower than the
maximum value are usually not considered. If -30 dB is
selected as the threshold, the glass, resin and metal can be
considered as significant materials when the area ratios of them
are larger than 18%.
Fig. 16 compares the influence of main plane materials.
Concrete, brick, granite, marble, cement, tile, glass and metal,
which are the fundamental materials of buildings, affect the
propagation channel in ascending order. Besides, the influence
of all the main planes is above -13 dB, and the value decreases
slightly with the area ratio. As a result, objects that are within
the evaluated range should be included in the environment
model.
3) With barriers: Fig. 17 shows the CDF of the influence
of the main planes when barriers exist along the trackside.
The maximum influence is -36 dB (metal) which is at least 24
dB lower than the minimum influence (concrete) in “without
barriers”. In this case, the average number of rays that hit
random objects is 300 less compared to that of “without barriers”. Therefore, the dominant rays with high power ratio are
generated on the deterministic objects within the deterministic
region when barriers exist, the random objects are insignificant
and can be excluded from the environment model. Table V
summarizes the significant deterministic and random objects
in the open space scenarios.

0.9

Area ratio

Figure 15. Influence of different material compositions in “without barriers”:
the comparison of the influence for the attached planes

for better demonstration), with different sizes, are distributed
on both sides of the track. na = 1 and the shapes of the
attached plane are randomly generated with an area ratio of
45%. Generally speaking, when the area ratio increases, the
influence of the attached planes increases with fluctuation
(see Fig. 15). When the area ratio is the same among all
the attached materials, glass has the smallest influence, and

B. Tunnel scenario
According to the previous discussion, the deterministic
candidate objects include the tunnel wall and ceiling, ground,
tracks and train. The random part includes the devices and
wire cables, which are usually made of metal and resins and
are installed on the tunnel wall. The 2D distance to the closest
tunnel wall ranges from 0.05 m to 0.1 m and the tunnel length
of generated model is 1000 m. The objects are modeled as
rectangle planes, and the area ranges from 0.1 m2 to 1000 m2
according to variation domains defined in Table I. Fig. 18
shows the reconstructed 3D tunnel models of rectangular (Type
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Figure 17. Influence of main planes in “with barriers”
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Figure 19. Influence of deterministic objects of tunnel scenario at 26 GHz:
(a) Type I (rectangular) tunnel, (b) Type II (circular) tunnel
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I) and circular (Type II) shapes, and both of them are evaluated
in this work.
1) Selection of the deterministic part: Fig. 19 compares
the influence of deterministic candidates of the two types of
tunnels. Tunnel is used to represent the tunnel wall, ceiling
and ground. Itunnel > 0.9 in all the deployments in both
tunnel types, thus the influence of tunnel is significant. The
influence of sleeper Isleeper is 0.7 in D2 when the Tx is over
the track, which is similar to the open space scenarios. Due to
the waveguide effect, more rays are generated by the sleepers,
thus the influence of sleeper (Isleeper = 0.9) in D4 is much
more significant than that in open space scenarios. In D1 and
D3, the rays from the sleeper are blocked by the train, thus
the Isleeper approximates 0 in both deployments. Itrain = 1.0
in D3 and the reason is the same as that in open space. Due
to the geometrical difference between the two tunnel types,
Itrain in D1 in Type II is significantly larger than that in Type
I.
2) Influence analysis of the random part: The plane of the
random part object is generated with a main plane and without
attached plane, which is unlike the open space scenarios.
Therefore, the area ratio is not applicable in this analysis. The
absolute area of the object plane in square meter is used to
evaluate the influence of objects quantitatively. Fig. 20 shows
the variation of the influence with the area, metal and resin
are compared for both tunnel types. Generally speaking, the
influence of resin is slightly less than metal. The variation

Influence [dB]

Figure 18. Reconstructed 3D tunnel models with different cross sections
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Figure 20. Influence comparison for random objects inside Type I (rectangular) and Type II (circular) tunnels

trends of both materials and numerical results in both scenarios
are very similar: the influence grows dramatically when the
area increases from 0.1 m2 to 10 m2 ; the value exceeds -30 dB
when the area is greater than 7 m2 . As a result, the objects with
areas larger than 7 m2 are significant and should be included
in the tunnel environment model. The significant deterministic
and random objects in tunnel scenario are summarized in Table
V.
IV. I NFLUENCE ANALYSIS FOR I NTRA - WAGON SCENARIO
Fig. 21 demonstrates the reconstructed wagon model, in
which the typical objects listed in Table II are shown. The Tx
is installed on the roof of the wagon, so users can access data
service when sitting or standing. The two modes are evaluated
by randomly placing the Rx inside the wagon, the hRX varies
from 0.5 m to 0.8 m in the sitting mode, and hRX varies from
0.8 m to 1.6 m in the standing mode.
Fig. 22 compares the influence of different objects in the
two modes. The wagon, window, screen and the seat cushion
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Figure 21. 3D model of the intra-wagon scenario
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When the barriers exist, the random part, which is outside of
the deterministic region, are insignificant to the propagation
channel. On the contrary, the random part is much more
important if the barriers are absent: glass, resin and metal are
significant decorated materials when their area ratios are larger
than 18%. Concrete, brick, granite, marble, cement, tile, glass
and metal, which are the fundamental materials of buildings,
affect the propagation channel in ascending order. For the T2I
cutting scenario, the ground, sleeper and train are significant
objects. For T2I tunnel scenario, circular and rectangular
shapes are studied. The tunnel, sleeper and train are the
common significant deterministic objects. A random object is
significant in tunnel environment when its absolute area is
larger than 7 m2 . The sitting mode and the standing mode are
studied for “Intra-wagon” scenario. In the sitting mode, only
the seat cushion & back is significant. In the standing mode,
the wagon, window, screen and the seat cushion & back have
significant influence. The results of this work not only imply
how the propagation environment impacts on propagation
channel, but also make suggestions to efficiently reconstruct
railway environment models for accurate RT based channel
modeling. Moreover, the understanding of the influence of the
environment at object and material levels will in turn guide
the construction of railway infrastructure for better railway
services. In the future, more measurements and validations
will be realized to improve this research work.

Armrest
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Figure 22. Influence comparison of typical objects for intra-wagon scenario
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